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The  Big  Picture:  What’s  happened  
since last July

• Pluto flyby completely successful and utterly astounding!!!
• Juno is back on side A and healthy
• Cassini continues its science mission
• JUICE has been formally adopted by ESA and has 

selected a spacecraft provider
• New Frontiers 4 AO scheduled for release in late 2016
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Homesteader Program

•PSD issued the Homesteader NRA to mature 
technologies such that they can be included as 
part of a selectable, low risk mission concept 
proposal submitted in response to the NF AO.
•NASA received 84 step 2 proposals and expects 
to make ~8 selections in the near term.
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Glenn Extreme Environment Rig (GEER)

• Simulate harsh environments 
– High temperatures (up to 500C), high pressures (up to 100 

bar), and complex / nasty chemistry 

• Can accommodate full scale instruments or 
subsystems  (3’  dia x  4’  long  vessel  - interior)

• Completed several successful runs 

• First known simulation of nasty atmosphere 
at Venus surface

Tested with predicted 
chemistry near Venus surface

Saturn, Jupiter, Uranus, moons  
* Graph from Bing image search 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=jupiter+high+altitude+temperature+graph&view=detailv
2&&&id=61264D02EC3A0DAAD44CFDE2728D40B36709B98F&selectedIndex=103&ccid=A0
q7YZbI&simid=608043240895545925&thid=JN.vkF3MlHTDWr8kQImr5%2bheA&ajaxhist=0

Gas Moles Grams
CO2 1237.1107 54445.24191
N2 44.8693 1256.96857
SO2 0.2307564 14.78225498
HCI 0.00051279 0.018695371
HF 0.00006409 0.001282365
OCS 0.00564071 0.338843211
CO 0.02948554 0.825919461
H2O 0.0384594 0.6928845



Recent Europa Mission Activities
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The Big Question: Is Europa Habitable?
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How deep and salty  
is the ocean?

Gravity, Magnetometry
(GRAIL, GRACE)

How thick is the 
ice shell?
Radar, Gravity
(MRO, Cassini)

What’s  in  the  plumes?
Mass & Dust Spectrometers

(Cassini)

What’s  the  brown  
stuff?

IR & Mass Spectrometers
(Landsat, MRO)

How active is the 
ice shell?

Camera, Thermal Imager
(MRO, ICESat)

The drive to answer these questions has guided mission concepts for 
15 years, drawing on our experience at Mars, Saturn and Earth



Instrument Selections

• 33 compliant 
proposals reviewed.

• Selections announced 
on May 26 via private 
phone calls to all 
proposers followed by 
televised NASA press 
conference.

• Standard AO process 
was used: evaluation, 
categorization, 
accommodation, 
steering, selection.

• Most proposers have 
taken advantage of 
opportunity for 
debriefing.
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Instrument Type Name PI Institution
Plasma PIMS Joseph Westlake APL

Magnetometer ICEMAG Carol Raymond JPL

Shortwave IR 
Spectrometer

MISE Diana Blaney JPL

Camera EIS Elizabeth Turtle APL

Ice Penetrating 
Radar

REASON Don Blankenship Univ. 
Texas/JPL

Thermal Imager E-THEMIS Phil Christensen ASU/Ball

Neutral Mass 
Spectrometer

MASPEX Hunter Waite SWRI

Plume: UV 
Spectrograph

E-UVS Kurt Retherford SWRI

Plume: Dust 
Analyzer

SUDA Sascha Kempf Univ. 
Colorado

Neutral Mass 
Spectrometer

SPECIES1 Mehdi Benna GSFC/ 
Univ. MD

1SPECIES selected for further technology development for future flight opportunity



Science Return

• The Multiple Flyby concept with strawman payload captures ~80% of the 
science return of the original orbiter concept considered by the Decadal 
Survey for <50% of its cost ($4.7B FY15$ Decadal CATE JEO estimate 
w/ LV compared to ~$2B FY15$ excluding LV).

• The selected payload exceeds the 80% science return metric
– Shortwave IR Spectrometer: Increases science return in this area due to 

exceptional global coverage (98% vs. 70% at 10 km/pixel resolution); 
higher spatial resolution (25 m)

– Camera: Increases science return in this area due to exceptional global 
coverage (>95% at <50 m/pixel) and higher resolution stereo (4 m vs. 10 m 
vertical resolution, 32 m/DTM pixel vs. 25-200 m/DTM pixel at 50 km)

– Radar: depth resolution exceeds SDT requirements
– Thermal Imager: 5X better spatial resolution (50 m vs. 250 m); more 

spectral bands (3 vs. 2); larger image swath (10 km vs. 5 km)
– Mass Spectrometer: Increases science return in this area due to much 

greater mass resolution and range, allowing detection of organics, amino 
acids, PAHs

– UV Spectrograph: Adds science in this area since a UVS was not part of 
the Multiple Flyby strawman payload

– Dust Analyzer: Adds science not in original JEO concept 8



Selection Statistics and Rationale

• Distribution of categories of proposals was spookily typical.
– ~25% Cat I, ~25% Cat II, <5% Cat III, ~50% Cat IV 

• NASA decided to move to a single step process because:
– selected instruments were judged to be of sufficient maturity and 

quality to be selected without further competition,
– sufficient funds were foreseen for instrument development, and
– one-step selection allows selectees to begin freely working with one 

another and the project to resolve accommodation issues
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The Big Question: Is Europa Habitable?
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How deep and salty  
is the ocean?

Gravity, PIMS/ICEMAG

How thick is the 
ice shell?

REASON, E-THEMIS, 
Gravity

Characterize the 
plumes*

PIMS, ICEMAG, MISE, EIS, REASON,   
E-THEMIS, MASPEX, E-UVS, 

SUDA

What’s  the  brown  
stuff?

MISE, MASPEX, SUDA

How active is the 
ice shell?

EIS, E-THEMIS, REASON, 
MISE

The drive to answer these questions has guided mission concepts for 
15 years, drawing on our experience at Mars, Saturn and Earth



Budget Background

• For the last four years, the enacted Appropriation directed to 
the Europa Mission has exceeded the NASA budget request.

• The Project has, and will, progress at the rate NASA can 
afford. 

• NASA’s  FY16  request  includes  $30M  for  Europa  and  that  
supports a mid-to-late 2020s LRD:  

– The House recommended $140M for Europa in FY16
– The  Senate  Committee  supported  the  President’s  request  level  for  

Europa, and they recommended $236M less than the House for all 
of Planetary Science

– The final FY appropriation level, and the associated LRD, awaits the 
outcome of the Appropriations process
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Additional Phase A efforts

• The Hubble observations suggesting a plume increases 
Stakeholder interest in more direct plume interrogation.

• Phase A efforts to study the potential for:
– ESA contribution
– Landed element
– Small free-flyers
– Life detection instrumentation

• Project has been directed to hold 250 kg and 50 kg scar 
mass for potential add-on.

• These efforts will be considered in 2016, and before 
SRR/KDP-B we need to have agreement on any additional 
capability, and the budget and schedule required.
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Questions?
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